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The United States was founded on principles of freedom. Hunters appreciate these principles and have played a role in defending American values since our country’s beginning. Today, our freedoms face unprecedented challenges, and hunters must engage like never before in our nation’s politics in order to keep America standing as the World’s greatest beacon of freedom.

Follow Us @

twitter.com/2AHunters
facebook.com/2AHunters
instagram.com/secondamendmendmenthunters

OUR MISSION
- Educate and mobilize hunters to be active 2nd Amendment supporters
- Recruit hunters to become politically active at the local, state, and national levels
- Combat 2nd Amendment apathy within the hunting community
- Demonstrate the safe and ethical use of firearms in hunting
- Protect the American hunting tradition and ensure hunting opportunities for all hunters

CONTACT:
secondamendmendmenthunters@gunowners.org
www.gunowners.org/hunting/
HOW CAN I HELP?

- Start a local group to work on 2nd Amendment issues
- Volunteer to help GOA with local, state, and national political issues
- Write and call elected officials and demand they protect and defend the Second Amendment
- Donate to help GOA fight for your Second Amendment rights in state legislatures, Washington D.C., and in the Courts

GOA SUPPORTS HUNTERS

Gun control is a slippery slope. Hunters in Australia and Great Britain were blindsided when those countries’ politicians came after firearms decades ago. Many hunters thought the weapons they used would never be restricted.

Now, most common sporting arms are outlawed or tightly restricted. Millions of sporting arms were destroyed by those governments. Hunting has become relegated to an activity for the rich who can navigate those nations’ tight firearms restrictions.

The “common man” in other countries has been effectively disarmed. American hunters should not think it cannot happen here. GOA fights every day to protect the rights of all gun owners, including hunters.

Whether you hunt game birds with a double barrel shotgun or predators with an AR-15, your rights are on the line every day.

Don’t let what happened in Australia and Great Britain happen to you here in the United States.

“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn’t pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and their children’s children what it was once like in the United States where men were free.”

- Ronald Reagan

JOIN TODAY!

GOA
GUN OWNERS OF AMERICA
WWW.GUNOWNERS.ORG